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Introduction
Purpose
The purpose of this invention is to solve the problem of inefficiency and lack of methodical tools
for first responders when they try to rescue the person trapped inside the deep, dark well. My
design could significantly reduce fatalities and delays in the rescue efforts, contributing to more
successful missions and helping the community avoid the loss of citizens from such
tragedies. This design not only enhances and aid in the decision-making process during the
rescue but also leverages the Linux OS and the small single-board Pi’s ability to integrate
devices such as IR cameras through coding. The flexibility of the Linux OS to securely connect
remotely over the network, the utilization of Pi-Zero, and the use of open-source software were
key to the low-cost solution.
Hypothesis
The hypothesis is that Pi Zero (Wi-fi enabled) used with cameras including IR cameras,
controlled through OS commands from Linux (and with minimal coding), when integrated with
tools of first responders, alleviates the guesswork involved in efforts to rescue people trapped in
wells. It helps reduce the chance of anxiety and death since two-way communication is possible
and the victim can stay informed. It also enables first responders above the ground to precisely
locate and use the apparatus for decision-making. Timely moves in their rescue operations will
improve the chance of the outcome being successful in the rescue mission.
Problem
Across the globe, there have been cases of people getting trapped in wells due to poor
maintenance, and the first-responders have a lack of efficient tools necessary to locate and rescue
the trapped person. They also have an ineffective two-way communication system and are
shouting from above ground in order to communicate to the victim, and missions have been
aborted due to darkness. These problems have led to several fatalities and deaths in the rescue
missions.
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What Prompted My Research
A 4-year old boy got rescued from a well in Texas by first responders. They were lucky that the
boy only fell 9 feet in the hole, and got rescued after 6 hours. However, the efforts people made
over 4 days in Morocco to rescue a 5-year old who fell in a deep narrow well of 100 ft and
similar instances in India were out of vain and the citizens ended up blaming authorities due to
delays in the rescue mission. There are several instances of people and animals alike falling into
unused wells that are unsecured. The very common issue was monitoring the status of the victim
and establishing communication besides environmental circumstances such as darkness. The
very common approach is drilling a shaft parallel to the well and then horizontal towards the well
where the person is trapped. However, how far and where the victim has been stuck, the status of
the trapped person, and a viable communication to the victim is left for guesswork.
What I Hope to Achieve
Addressing poor light, capturing a 360° real-time live feed over the network, and the ability to
communicate remotely was the center of this project. I developed a low-cost solution to address
this lingering issue. Python, Shell scripts, and simple Linux OS commands were used to integrate
cameras, activate live streams, and communicate over Wi-Fi to the trapped person inside well
and remotely from above the ground. Remote access is seamlessly possible in Linux and this
feature was utilized in order to collaborate with the Pi that is sent below the well for capture. I
designed and developed a solution using 4 Pi Zeros, integrated using simple Python, Linux
OS, and Bash shell commands. All the menu choices for the engineer leading the rescue
operation with the first responders were programmed in Python and tested. The engineer should
have very minimal knowledge of Linux, in order to use the menu-driven program to help with
the needs of first responders, such as stopping/starting specific cameras, emailing pictures, etc.
The VLC Media player app was used to provide the rescue team with the 360° live stream
simply on their cell phones from all three cameras sent down the well. The use of the
Wi-Fi/cellphone hotspot, open-source apps, Linux OS, and the Gmail facility was the key for my
low-cost solution that any fire station could afford and enhance the first responders’ ability to
locate and communicate remotely below the ground and inside the deep, dark well.
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Materials and Methods
Materials
● 4 Pi Zeros (Wi-Fi enabled)
● 3 powerbanks USB out(5V DC)
● 4 USB to Micro USB cable
● 4 “32 GB” micro SD card
● 2 OTG USB hub
● 2 IR and one NoIR Camera
● Keyboard, mouse, monitor
● One Micro SD card adapter
● Open source Pi OS(Linux)
● VLC Media player, PuTTY
● VNC, Python 3.8
● Gmail email account
● One Mini HDMI to HDMI cable
● Desktop with SD Card reader
● Bluetooth(Wi-Fi)speaker, Microphone)
Methods
1. Three Pi Zeros are attached with the Pi Camera Module (One IR, One NoIR, and a
backup IR camera respectively). The fourth Pi Zero named “Management Pi” is
configured with just the OTG hub. All the Pi Zeros are configured with the default OS
(Linux based) from https://www.raspberryPi.com/software/
2. The timezone and Wi-Fi account are set using the console for the first time on all the 4
Pis followed by enabling the SSH access and the Pi Camera module using sudo
raspi-config tool.
3. Management Pi is used to control and remotely access the three Pi Zeros sent down the
well which has the camera, speaker/microphone attached to it and is used for two-way
communication with the trapped person. The speaker is paired with the cellphone of the
first responder beforehand.
4. The default “Pi” user account is used in order to reduce the setup requirements with a
strong password. Note down the IP address of all the 4 Pi Zeros after configuring the
Wi-Fi or cellphone hotspot and after rebooting. All the 4 Pis and the paired cellphone
should be in the same network.
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5. In the Management Pi, update files /home/pi/.bash_profile, rescuetool.py with the IP
address of the Pi Zeros sent down the well. This is a one-time configuration if a dedicated
network is used and need not be repeated every time the network changes.
6. The program rescuetool.py calls startcamera.sh to start and stopcamera.sh to stop the
stream based on users' choice. For taking pictures and emailing takepicture.sh is used.
Management Pi has the master copy under /home/pi/sandhya directory .bashrc starts the
camera upon reboot using startcamera.sh and all these programs are required and called
in the main program for the menu-driven rescuetool.py which is meant for the engineer to
navigate and support the first responders on the ground. This program provides various
choices to help with the rescue efforts- a screenshot of the same is shown below.
7. Individual streams can be controlled using this program which is, by default, live
streaming upon booting. Taking pictures using a specific camera and emailing for the
expert’s review is programmed and pausing the live stream while taking pictures
(restarting the same camera is automated afterward). URL to view the live stream in the
media player is provided when the status of the live stream is checked. If a stream is
crashed for some reason, it can be restarted.
8. Error handling is taken care of and repeated execution of the menu is programmed.
9. All the Pi Zeros have the exact copy of the programs and are shared across using “scp”.
10. Simple Linux OS commands such as cp, mkdir, rm, pwd, ls, ps, grep, xargs, echo,
export, raspistill, raspivid are widely used. Simple bash shell commands such as echo,
if..then.else, while loop, for loop, meaningful variables and Python built-in modules such
as os, smtplib, system are used.
Port Details of Pi Zero
Management Pi

Pi Zero Setup with power bank and IR/NoIR cameras
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Pi Zero live stream in light and dark conditions

Code Segment: rescuetool.py

Code Segment: Choices Screen
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Results
● Pi Zero was able to start and stop the camera with the help of the code
● Able to communicate with other Pi Zeros and stop and start camera using the shell scripts
and python code written for this project
● This code is unique for this project and the modules used are standard modules for the
purpose of leveraging some of the built-in functions.
● Simple Linux commands are used but the program is at a novice level and anyone can
understand.
● Emailing a picture was done using my Google account and the Google server, and the
email address can be changed as an input from the first responder instead of a fixed email
ID.
● WiFi repeater may be needed to reach very deep places such as hundreds of feet below
ground. Using the repeater above ground level is beneficial for boosting the Wi-Fi signal.
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Discussion
First responders have to use their equipment, tools such as the pulley system, to lower this
apparatus down the well, and the dependency can be eliminated if integrated with an appropriate
motor and controlled through the Pi. Distance traveled down the well to capture the live stream
needs to be measured externally and could be implemented in the future using sensors controlled
through the Pi. A high-capacity power bank can be used for non-stop operation which could last
for days. A dedicated Wi-fi network of first responders can be used as a viable solution to keep
IP addresses of the Pi static and eliminate the need for IP address updates over the new networks
across rescue missions.
The invention can be equipped with different types of cameras (such as HQ, water-resistant,
etc.) that can be used in different situations/environments. In addition, sensors can be attached to
the Pi in order to provide more information about the distance traveled from ground level, which
might be useful in a rescue operation. Also, the project can be extended to make use of a
pulley-driven motor to lower the camera to the precise location of the trapped person rather than
the current manual approach. Enhancing the interface to use an app-like method for access
rather than a command line will make it more user-friendly for users with least or no prior
knowledge of Linux OS. Currently, a default live stream is in place in the setup, without any
human intervention. However, any customization, sending pictures over email, etc., requires
command-line access.
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Conclusions
The expected outcome was that all three Pi Zeros could communicate to the Management Pi
seamlessly and were able to operate remotely. The three cameras (two infrared, one normal) were
automatically turned on during startup and started the live stream using the .bashrc feature and
the code written for this purpose with zero intervention. By using the simple menu-driven
rescuetool.py program, the navigation to individual Pis for starting and stopping the cameras
were successful. Emailing the picture to a person outside the network worked well using the
Google email server. Networking over secured Wi-Fi and cellphone hotspot worked without any
issues and the VLC media player was able to show the live stream remotely. Two-way
communication was established by calling from a cellphone to the one paired with the Bluetooth
wireless speaker in order to communicate with the trapped person along with the live stream,
thereby providing a complete picture of the situation inside the deep dark well for a better
course of action.
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